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You saw that movie lots of times.

“Ahmed,” said James, “can I borrow your ruler, please?”

super auto

super auto

super auto

hero

graph

power

The rain poured down, so Dad took a umbrella from his bag and held it over my

head. An drop of rain rolled down the umbrella and dripped on my foot. ‘What an

miserable day.’ sighed Dad.

1. Which prefix is missing? Circle one for each word.

2. The sentence below contains some errors. Circle the words which are incorrect.

3. Rewrite the sentence below so that it uses the present perfect tense.

4. Underline the direct speech in this sentence.
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5. Draw lines to match the words to others in the same word family.

6. Read the sentence below. Circle the preposition that tells you where.

The Butcher’s shop is between the Café and the Bakery.

7. Look at the heading of the article below. Write an alternative heading in the box.

Champions at last
After a wait of thirty years, Blagborough Town Football Club can finally call 
themselves ‘Team of the Year’. A thrillingly close final match last Saturday 
ended in a 3-2 victory for our local team. 

“It’s amazing,” said Ant Trainer, coach for the club. “We have all worked really 
hard for this and I’m so proud of my team.”
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8. Read the sentence below. Circle the conjunction.

Adam is good at rugby although he doesn’t play very often.

She all of the chocolate cake.

She eat all of the chocolate cake.

9. Change the verb in the sentence below to use the present perfect form of the verb.

10. A writer wants to separate the ideas in his book into distinct sections. Which layout device should
he use? Tick one.

sentences

paragraphs

columns

bullet points
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“Ahmed,” said James, “can I borrow your 

ruler, please?”

Adam is good at rugby although he doesn’t 

play very often.

She  all of the chocolate 

cake.

The rain poured down, so Dad took a 

umbrella from his bag and held it over 

my head. An drop of rain rolled down the 

umbrella and dripped on my foot. “What 

an miserable day.” sighed Dad.

The Butcher’s shop is between the Café and 

the Bakery.

x

You have seen that movie lots of times.

sentences

paragraphs

columns

bullet points

super auto

super auto

super auto

hero

graph

power

Accept any answer, written in the style of 

a heading, which reflects the content of the 

article.

has eaten

place

cover

act

reaction

replaced

discovered
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